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ONE KIWI COMPANY IS FILLING UNUSED PONDS WITH FRESHWATER CRAYFISH, ANOTHER IS INTRODUCING A GLOBALLY POPULAR FISH
TO THE NEW ZEALAND DIET, AND FOR MINDSCAPE SOFTWARE WIZARDS HAPPINESS IS A RAYGUN. BY MATT PHILP

in golden ponds
When John Hollows flies along the New Zealand coast, his eyes are
invariably drawn to the glint of ponds below. Hollows is aquaculture
manager for Keewai, a Dunedin-based startup that is farming
freshwater crayfish (koura) in forestry ponds throughout
Otago and Southland. The venture was sparked a few
years ago when the country’s fourth-largest forestry
company, Ernslaw One, began looking for ways to
earn revenue from its forests between harvests.
Black truffles were briefly considered, he says, “but
then someone came up with the idea of farming
crayfish in the fire ponds”. Hollows, an environmental
officer at Fish & Game New Zealand, was offered the
job of running the show. Since then, Keewai has
created 1200 ponds to add to an existing 300
within 11 of Ernslaw One’s southern forests – the
target is 3000 – and in February the company made its first sale, to
The Hilton, Queenstown.
For the aquaculture manager, there’s huge satisfaction in being
involved in a genuinely sustainable, low-intensity brand of farming that
makes use of unproductive forestry land. But ultimately Keewai needs
to make money, and is looking to start exporting its first crays next
year. Hollows hopes it could be the catalyst for a whole new Kiwi
export industry. “When you look out that plane window there are a lot
of ponds sitting
empty that the
country could
get revenue
from.”
keewai.co.nz

son of a gun
John-Daniel Trask likes to think
of Mindscape as “bringing some steel” to
the world of software. The Wellington firm
has created tools for software developers
since 2007, but it kicked into overdrive
after the launch of its Raygun product in
February 2013. Designed to report crashes
and diagnose errors, Raygun has earned 10 times
more than all of Mindscape’s other products
combined. Indeed, Trask and co-founder Jeremy
Boyd are contemplating changing the company’s name
to Raygun, so closely is it identified with the product.
The success of Raygun, which is used by 15,000 developers
globally, has accelerated the firm’s development. Last year it
raised $1.4 million in a “friends and family” capital round; this
year it launched a US-based subsidiary and created a stateside
sales and marketing team – a logical step, given that 90 percent
of Mindscape’s revenue is exports, mostly to the US. The
company’s heart, however, remains in Wellington, a “fantastic”
city for tech firms, according to Trask. “We’re walking our own
path here and doing a damn good job.” mindscapehq.com

THE LIFE AQUATIC
Quick quiz: what’s
the third most
widely used fish in
the world?
Unexpected
answer: the grass
carp. “We haven’t
been much
exposed to it as Europeans, but it’s been part of the Asian diet for
many moons,” says Robert Hutton of New Zealand Land-based
Aquaculture, a Nelson indoor fish-farming operation that grows

grass and silver carp. The fish farm is part of a fledgling top-ofthe-South aquaculture “empire”, with Hutton and his co-directors
also involved in related ventures to sell and install large
aquaculture units, and to help landowners dealing with aquatic
weed problems. The latter operation supplies small carp – once a
carp gets beyond a certain size it actually consumes less – to
hoover up weeds in landlocked lakes, irrigation races, and
council-controlled waterways, and is doing very well, says Hutton.
Longer term, the hope is to create another revenue stream by
selling the larger carp into the domestic and export food markets.
nzlandbasedaquaculture.co.nz
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